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]]> Sun, 23 Jul 2012 20:54:31 +0000 It is free app available for all pcs. ]]> Sun, 23 Jul 2012
20:51:43 +0000 Loop through array of objects and update values in each object I have array of

objects which are JSON objects like below: [{ "a": 1, "b": 2, "c": 3, "d": 4 }, { "a": 5, "b": 6, "c":
7, "d": 8 }] I want to loop through this array and update a, b, c and d in all objects. This means,
it should check for first object and update the values for this object. This should continue for

second object and so on... A: Loop the array from index 0 to the end, for each index... Loop the
index from the first object (current position) to the end (you can use one of the.pop() and.shift()

methods to take the object off the array and it's position off the array). If it is an Object, then
update the values of each property If it is an Object, you must loop through the keys of the

object, since there is no method such as Object.keys() Note: All the examples are based on the
assumption that the array is a reference to an Array const arr = [{ "a": 1, "b": 2, "c": 3, "d": 4 },

{ "a": 5, "b": 6, "c": 7
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